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BOB BROWN CHEVROLET202152 12|A03c: Pickup, Compact Extended Cab ‐ orange 34 $16,156.38 $549,316.92
BOB BROWN CHEVROLET202153 12|A03h: Pickup, compact Extended Cab 4x4 1 $19,872.31 $19,872.31
BOB BROWN CHEVROLET207358 13|A03c: Pickup, Compact Extended Cab ‐ orange     51 $16,156.38 $823,975.38
BOBCAT COMPANY197492 12|A29: Compact Excavator 1 $39,087.00 $39,087.00
BOBCAT COMPANY204083 12|A36b: Compact Track Loader, 1900 lb. Class 2 $37,283.20 $74,566.40
CHARLES GABUS FORD202061 12|A01f: Sedan, Mid‐Size Hybrid 3 $25,953.00 $77,859.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202063 12|A03a: Pickup, Standard  ‐ orange 8 Ō body 28 $16,476.00 $461,328.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202119 12|A03d: Pickup, Standard Extended Cab ‐ orange 6 Ō body 15 $18,990.00 $284,850.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202120 12|A03d: Pickup, Standard Extended Cab ‐ white 6 Ō body 1 $18,603.00 $18,603.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202121 12|A04a: Van, Full‐Size Extended 3 $23,148.00 $69,444.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202122 12|A05: Pickup HD ‐ orange 8 Ō Box 2 $19,586.00 $39,172.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202123 12|A05a: Pickup, HD cab/chassis ‐ orange 8 Ō Flatbed 2 $19,322.00 $38,644.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202136 12|A05f: Pickup, HD Extended Cab w/6 Ō. box ‐ white  1 $21,037.00 $21,037.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202137 12|A05i: Pickup, HD Extended Cab/Chassis ‐ orange 1 $21,341.00 $21,341.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202141 12|A05z: Pickup, Highway Helper ‐ white 6 Ō body 1 $30,101.00 $30,101.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202142 12|A06a: Pickup, HD Crew Cab/Chassis ‐ orange 8 Ō flatbed 1 $22,676.00 $22,676.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD206138 12|A03a: Pickup, Standard  ‐ orange 8 Ō box w/tow 1 $16,964.00 $16,964.00
CIRUS CONTROLS LLC203768 12|A12: Hydraulic Control Conversion 1 $4,787.12 $4,787.12
CIRUS CONTROLS LLC203769 12|A12: Spreader Control Conversion 1 $1,813.42 $1,813.42
COUNTRY CYCLES INC210182 12|A35: Four Wheel Drive UƟlity Vehicle with Front Winch 1 $11,061.93 $11,061.93
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG MARKETING194057 12|A15: Mower, Riding Lawn 1 $4,859.19 $4,859.19
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG MARKETING204658 12|A30: Tractor, 110 PTO Horsepower, MFWD 1 $77,578.72 $77,578.72
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG MARKETING208608 13|a22: Light Duty Tractor with 72" belly mower 1 $25,382.85 $25,382.85
JUNGE AUTOMOTIVE GROUP202151 12|A04g: Minivan, 7‐passenger 4 $20,795.00 $83,180.00
KARL CHEVROLET INC199029 12|A02c: Enforcement Pursuit Vehicle 14 $26,334.24 $368,679.36
KARL CHEVROLET INC202154 12|A04a:Van, Full‐Size Standard Length 3 $25,816.50 $77,449.50
KARL CHEVROLET INC202156 12|A04a:Van, Full‐Size Standard Length with Tow Package 1 $26,066.50 $26,066.50
KARL CHEVROLET INC202158 12|A06b: Pickup, HD Crew Cab/Chassis 4x4 with box delete ‐ orange 1 $28,368.50 $28,368.50
KERR INDUSTRIES OF TEXAS INC193728 11|A02c: Kerr Cargo ParƟƟon for 2011 Tahoe PPV's    23 $326.18 $7,502.19
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT189221 11|A07 A11 A12: Complete truck controls and spreader control conversion from MC840 to Cirus 6 $10,570.00 $63,420.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT194803 11|A08: Hydraulic cartridge beƩerment on knuckle boom trucks 3 $204.00 $612.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182054 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Extended Cab 1 $104,396.00 $104,396.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182063 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Extended Cab 1 $104,396.00 $104,396.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182070 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Extended Cab 1 $104,396.00 $104,396.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182085 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Crew Cab 1 $110,368.00 $110,368.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182094 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Crew Cab 1 $110,368.00 $110,368.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182129 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Crew Cab 1 $109,344.00 $109,344.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182141 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $103,017.00 $103,017.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182149 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $103,017.00 $103,017.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182156 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $103,017.00 $103,017.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182170 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182182 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182193 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182198 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182208 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182215 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182224 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $101,274.00 $101,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182229 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 4 $102,637.00 $410,548.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182239 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Long Wheelbase 1 $102,637.00 $102,637.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182249 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Long Wheelbase 1 $102,637.00 $102,637.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182257 11|A07: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck with Long Wheelbase 2 $102,637.00 $205,274.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182270 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $115,832.00 $115,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182277 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $115,832.00 $347,496.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182282 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $115,832.00 $115,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182292 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $113,347.00 $226,694.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182319 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $113,347.00 $113,347.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182327 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $113,347.00 $113,347.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182333 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $113,347.00 $113,347.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182339 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $115,832.00 $115,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182345 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $115,028.00 $115,028.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182353 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $115,028.00 $115,028.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182361 11|A12: HD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $112,543.00 $112,543.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182380 11|A11: EHD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $122,822.00 $122,822.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182388 11|A11: EHD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $122,822.00 $122,822.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182397 11|A11: EHD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $122,822.00 $122,822.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182405 11|A11: EHD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $122,822.00 $122,822.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182413 11|A11: EHD Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $122,822.00 $122,822.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC185486 11|A07: Alunimum Slim Tank BeƩerment 17 $635.00 $10,795.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187922 11|A08:LD Signing Truck 3 $67,972.43 $203,917.29
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187924 11|A08upfit: Crane InstallaƟon & Hydraulic System 3 $14,554.86 $43,664.58
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC191940 11|A13a: Semi‐Tractor, Tandem Axle 1 $101,202.00 $101,202.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC194337 12|A08:LD Signing Truck 4 $68,272.00 $273,088.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC194339 12|A08upfit: Crane InstallaƟon & Hydraulic System 4 $14,759.00 $59,036.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC195529 12|A13a: Semi‐Tractor, Tandem Axle 1 $101,719.00 $101,719.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202586 12|A09b: Paint Nurse Truck 1 $120,213.00 $120,213.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202997 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $106,835.00 $320,505.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203010 12|A07g: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $114,882.00 $114,882.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203016 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,835.00 $106,835.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203021 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,835.00 $106,835.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203028 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $106,835.00 $213,670.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203034 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,835.00 $106,835.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203041 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $106,835.00 $213,670.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203046 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,835.00 $106,835.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203053 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $106,835.00 $320,505.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203071 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,835.00 $106,835.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203078 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $105,416.00 $210,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203083 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $105,416.00 $105,416.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203089 12|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $105,769.00 $105,769.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203094 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $105,416.00 $105,416.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203099 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $105,416.00 $210,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203112 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $105,416.00 $105,416.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203118 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $105,416.00 $105,416.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203127 12|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $105,416.00 $316,248.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203131 12|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 4 $120,570.00 $482,280.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203136 12|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $120,570.00 $361,710.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC204000 12|A08 beƩerment: Upgrade Pintle Hitch Plate 4 $562.00 $2,248.00
OLSEN'S OUTDOOR POWER193939 12|A15: Mower, Zero Turn 2 $7,325.00 $14,650.00
RTL EQUIPMENT INC198612 12|A38: HD Wheel Loader 10 $98,798.93 $987,989.30
RUETERS RED POWER196154 12|A30: Complete Laforge front PTO and 3‐point hitch to fit Case‐IH MX120 Maxxum MFWD tractor 1 $11,745.00 $11,745.00
STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY, INC.199028 12|A02a: Enforcement Sedan, Full‐Size 7 $23,404.00 $163,828.00
STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY, INC.202150 12|A01e: StaƟon Wagon or Compact SUV 3 $17,235.50 $51,706.50
STRUTHERS BROTHERS KAWASAKI199927 12|A35: 4‐wheel Drive UƟlity Vehicle 1 $9,759.67 $9,759.67
STRUTHERS BROTHERS KAWASAKI199958 12|A35 beƩerment: Front Winch 1 $639.84 $639.84
Total 701 ‐ Self Propelled Vehicles 350 $14,073,310.47
702 ‐ Road Equipment & Trailers
ADDCO LLC AN IMAGO COMPANY200202 12|B640: Used Camera Trailers 4 $2,217.50 $8,870.00
ADDCO LLC AN IMAGO COMPANY204758 12|B286: Sign, Changeable Message, Pickup Mounted 1 $6,750.00 $6,750.00
ADDCO LLC AN IMAGO COMPANY206161 09|B498: Sign, Portable Dynamic Message            22 $26,350.00 $579,700.00
ADDCO LLC AN IMAGO COMPANY208667 Outrigger beƩerment to trailers B41897 through B41918 currently on order (PO 235222). 22 $500.00 $11,000.00
AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES206113 12|B622: Topper, Pickup 2 $819.00 $1,638.00
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AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES206114 12|B622: Topper, Pickup 1 $819.00 $819.00
AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES206115 12|B622: Topper, Pickup 1 $819.00 $819.00
AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES206116 12|B622: Topper, Pickup 1 $355.00 $355.00
AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES206487 12|B622: Topper, Pickup 1 $859.00 $859.00
AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES215298 12|B622: Topper, Aluminum 1 $859.00 $859.00
BIG FOOT CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT197692 12|B392: Machine, Gunite 1 $12,227.25 $12,227.25
BOBCAT COMPANY197494 12|B082: 24 inch Standard Duty Bucket, Class 4 1 $814.72 $814.72
BOBCAT COMPANY197495 12|B052: Hydraulic Breaker 1 $7,093.00 $7,093.00
BOBCAT COMPANY202978 12|B015: Blade, Dozer 1 $3,076.48 $3,076.48
BOBCAT COMPANY204084 12|B081: Bucket AƩachment 2 $1,287.04 $2,574.08
BOBCAT COMPANY204085 12|B052: Hydraulic Pavement Breaker AƩachment 1 $7,085.36 $7,085.36
BOBCAT COMPANY204086 12|B079: Root Grapple AƩachment 1 $2,454.04 $2,454.04
BOBCAT COMPANY204087 12|B078: Pallet Fork AƩachment 1 $627.06 $627.06
BOBCAT COMPANY204088 12|B309: Cold Planer Milling AƩachment 1 $11,144.00 $11,144.00
BOBCAT COMPANY204089 12|B610: Pickup Sweeper AƩachment 1 $6,674.00 $6,674.00
BOBCAT COMPANY204090 12|B640: Transport Trailer, 16,000 lb. Cargo Capacity 2 $10,049.00 $20,098.00
BOBCAT COMPANY207345 12|B052: Hydraulic Pavement Breaker AƩachment 1 $7,085.36 $7,085.36
BOBCAT COMPANY207346 12|B309: Cold Planer Milling AƩachment 1 $11,144.00 $11,144.00
BOBCAT COMPANY210643 12|B380: Bobcat Brushcat 60" Rotary Mower AƩachment for Skid/Track Loader  2 $4,173.16 $8,346.32
BOBCAT COMPANY210645 12|B380: Bobcat Brushcat 72" Rotary Mower AƩachment for Compact Track Loader  1 $4,496.16 $4,496.16
CENTRAL TRAILER SERVICE LTD.197703 12|B660: Trailer, Van Body 1 $32,624.00 $32,624.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202124 12|B051: Flatbed body, 8‐Ō 2 $2,385.00 $4,770.00
CHARLES GABUS FORD202143 12|B051: Flatbed body, 8‐Ō 1 $2,385.00 $2,385.00
COUNTRY CYCLES INC210184 12|B640: Transport Trailer 1 $3,047.99 $3,047.99
COUNTRY CYCLES INC210185 12|B570: Weed Sprayer 1 $1,628.00 $1,628.00
CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP194342 12|B056: Crane, ArƟculated  PM model 8522 4 $23,160.00 $92,640.00
DIAMOND VOGEL PAINT CENTER210178 12|B300: Marker, Traﬃc Line, Walk Behind 1 $2,990.00 $2,990.00
DUO LIFT MANUFACTURING CO., INC.201196 12|B650: Trailers, 20‐Ton ParƟal Tilt 2 $21,980.00 $43,960.00
EARTHCAM INC201138 12|B640: Trailer, Video Camera ‐ New 1 $54,454.00 $54,454.00
ELLIOTT EQUIPMENT CO.196022 12|B525: Blower, 3‐pt Fan Style Snow 1 $16,323.00 $16,323.00
FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT INC196024 12|B261: Heater, Premix ‐ Small 2 $8,926.00 $17,852.00
FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT INC196025 12|B261: Heater, Premix ‐ Large 1 $10,665.00 $10,665.00
HAMPTON EQUIPMENT INC197221 12|B307: Patcher, Asphalite 2 $50,000.00 $100,000.00
HAMPTON EQUIPMENT INC208550 12|B307: Patcher, Asphalite 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00
HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT198624 12|B644: Trailer, Sign/Signal 2 $7,320.00 $14,640.00
HOUGE UPHOLSTERY196097 12|B622: Topper, Aluminum Pickup 1 $829.00 $829.00
HOUGE UPHOLSTERY206536 12|B622: Topper, Pickup A.R.E. 1 $2,349.00 $2,349.00
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY CENTRAL STORES201139 12|B640: Trailer, Video Camera ‐ Used ISU model year 2010 Unit 1 $38,718.00 $38,718.00
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG MARKETING204659 12|B294: Loader AƩachment 1 $9,671.76 $9,671.76
JOHN THOMAS INC197577 12|B073: Trailer, AƩenuator, Energy AbsorpƟon Vorteq VTQ‐TL3  6 $13,300.00 $79,800.00
JOHN THOMAS INC206871 12|B073: Trailer, AƩenuator, Energy AbsorpƟon Vorteq VTQ‐TL3  1 $14,000.00 $14,000.00
JOHN THOMAS INC208518 Energy AbsorpƟon, arrow board mounƟng frame assembly, with manual Ɵlt, for AƩenuator Trailer B41921. 1 $2,255.00 $2,255.00
KELTEK INC197361 12|B495: Arrow, Signal 3 $1,160.72 $3,482.16
KELTEK INC203692 12|B289: Lights, Front Enforcement Interior for 2012 Dodge Chargers 7 $799.11 $5,593.77
KELTEK INC203693 12|B290: Lights, Rear Enforcement Interior for 2012 Dodge Chargers 7 $641.59 $4,491.13
KELTEK INC204759 12|B288: Arrow, Signal ‐ Highway Helper 1 $1,392.98 $1,392.98
KELTEK INC210499 12|B291: Light Bar, Enforcement ‐ Chevy Tahoe 14 $1,994.00 $27,916.00
KELTEK INC210501 12|B495: Arrow, Enforcement Signal ‐ Chevy Tahoe 13 $716.69 $9,316.97
LOWE MANUFACTURING193389 11|B004: Auger Head AƩachments 3 $1,813.00 $5,439.00
LOWE MANUFACTURING202796 12|B004: Auger Head AƩachments 4 $1,813.00 $7,252.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT184525 11|B504: Plow, Down‐Pressure 2 $9,373.00 $18,746.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT195152 12|B508: Plow, Hydraulic Reverse,  11‐Foot,  Straight Moldboard Snow 32 $4,243.55 $135,793.60
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT195154 12|B531: Plow, Hydraulic Reverse, 11‐Foot, Funnel Moldboard Snow 4 $4,552.90 $18,211.60
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT196006 12|B569: Sprayer, Kit, Wedge Tank  ‐ 525‐Gallons Total with SS MounƟng Kit for Single Axle Truck 22 $1,548.00 $34,056.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT196013 12|B569: Sprayer, Kit, Wedge Tank  ‐ 900‐Gallons Total with SS MounƟng Kit for Tandem Axle Truck 31 $1,961.00 $60,791.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT196995 12|B636: Chains, Auto ‐ Single Axle 1 $1,772.00 $1,772.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT196998 12|B636: Chains, Auto ‐ Tandem Axle 2 $1,843.00 $3,686.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT200114 12|B569: Sprayer Kit, Wedge Tank ‐ 900‐Gallons Total with SS Mounting Kit for a Tandem Axle Truck 1 $1,961.00 $1,961.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT211042 13|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing ‐ LeŌ to be mounted on A32869 1 $8,805.52 $8,805.52
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT211043 13|B517: HD Extendable Wing ‐ LeŌ to be mounted on A30460 1 $5,677.76 $5,677.76
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT212769 12|B040: Hoist Shut Oﬀ Kit for single axle snow trucks 24 $350.00 $8,400.00
MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT212770 12|B041: Hoist Shut Oﬀ Kit for tandem axle snow trucks 5 $350.00 $1,750.00
NATIONAL SIGNAL INC196090 12|B492: Trailer, Arrow Signal, Solar NaƟonal Signal model ARO‐LITE Curve 2 $5,200.00 $10,400.00
O M J C SIGNAL INC198744 11|B643: Signals, Components Only Traﬃc 1 $12,480.00 $12,480.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182055 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182056 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,096.00 $9,096.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182057 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182058 11|B518: Medium Duty Rear‐Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRRW‐R) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182059 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182064 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182065 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,096.00 $9,096.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182066 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182067 11|B518: Medium Duty Rear‐Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRRW‐R) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182068 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182071 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182072 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182073 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182074 11|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Right (LDMW‐R) 1 $5,569.00 $5,569.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182075 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182080 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System With Seperate Prewet (AI‐S wo) 1 $8,938.00 $8,938.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182086 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182087 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Right (WTG‐ZVR) 1 $14,337.00 $14,337.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182090 11|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ LeŌ (LDMW‐L) 1 $5,569.00 $5,569.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182091 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182092 11|B636: AutomaƟc Tire Chains (TC) 1 $1,853.00 $1,853.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182093 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,128.00 $2,128.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182095 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182096 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182097 11|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Right (LDMW‐R) 1 $5,569.00 $5,569.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182098 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182102 11:B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182103 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice system With Seperate Prewet (AI‐S wo) 1 $8,938.00 $8,938.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182130 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182131 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182132 11:B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182133 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice system With Seperate Prewet (AI‐S wo) 1 $8,938.00 $8,938.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182134 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R) 1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182142 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182143 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182144 11:B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182146 11|B519: Medium Duty Front Wing ‐ Right (MDFW‐R) 1 $7,836.00 $7,836.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182147 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182150 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182151 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182152 11:B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182153 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182154 11|B519: Medium Duty Front Wing ‐ LeŌ (MDFW‐L) 1 $7,836.00 $7,836.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182155 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,128.00 $2,128.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182157 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182158 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182159 11:B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182160 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182161 11|B519: Medium Duty Front Wing ‐ LeŌ (MDFW‐L) 1 $7,836.00 $7,836.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182171 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182172 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,143.00 $14,143.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182175 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R) 1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182176 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,128.00 $2,128.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182177 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System With Seperate Prewet (AI‐S wo) 1 $8,938.00 $8,938.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182181 11|B636: AutomaƟc Tire Chains (TC) 1 $1,853.00 $1,853.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182183 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182184 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,143.00 $14,143.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182185 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182194 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182195 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,143.00 $14,143.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182196 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R)  1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182199 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182200 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182201 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ LeŌ (LDW‐L)  1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182207 11|B568: Prewet system, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182209 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182210 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,096.00 $9,096.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182211 11|B568: Prewet system, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182212 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right Funnel (LDW‐RF)  1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182216 11|B038: Radius Dump Body (RDS) 1 $25,409.00 $25,409.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182218 11|B568: Prewet system, 150 RDS Mounted (PW150) 1 $3,633.00 $3,633.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182219 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R)  1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182225 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182226 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,096.00 $9,096.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182227 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Integrated Prewet  1 $11,651.00 $11,651.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182228 11|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right Funnel (LDW‐RF)  1 $3,879.00 $3,879.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182230 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 4 $9,900.00 $39,600.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182231 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 4 $14,143.00 $56,572.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182232 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow 4 $10,832.00 $43,328.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182240 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182241 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,096.00 $9,096.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182242 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182243 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System With Seperate Prewet (AI‐S wo) 1 $8,938.00 $8,938.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182245 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182247 11|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Right (LDMW‐R) 1 $5,569.00 $5,569.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182248 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp 1 $2,128.00 $2,128.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182250 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 1 $9,900.00 $9,900.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182251 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Right (ZVR) 1 $9,219.00 $9,219.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182252 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182254 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182258 11|B040: 4‐yard Body 2 $9,900.00 $19,800.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182259 11|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 2 $9,096.00 $18,192.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182260 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 2 $2,713.00 $5,426.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182261 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $10,832.00 $21,664.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182271 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182272 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,841.00 $14,841.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182274 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $12,884.00 $12,884.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182275 11|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $12,523.00 $12,523.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182278 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 3 $11,247.00 $33,741.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182279 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 3 $14,841.00 $44,523.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182280 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 3 $12,884.00 $38,652.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182281 11|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 3 $12,523.00 $37,569.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182283 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182284 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182285 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $12,884.00 $12,884.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182288 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182290 11|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $12,523.00 $12,523.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182291 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,246.00 $2,246.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182293 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 2 $11,247.00 $22,494.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182294 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 2 $14,841.00 $29,682.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182295 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 2 $12,884.00 $25,768.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182296 11|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 2 $12,523.00 $25,046.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182312 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 2 $2,246.00 $4,492.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182313 11|B636: AutomaƟc Tire Chains (TC) 2 $1,913.00 $3,826.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182320 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182321 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182322 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $12,884.00 $12,884.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182323 11|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $12,523.00 $12,523.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182324 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Integrated Prewet (AI‐T) 1 $12,432.00 $12,432.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182328 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182329 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182330 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Integrated Prewet (AI‐T) 1 $12,432.00 $12,432.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182331 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182332 11|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing Right (HDW‐R) 1 $8,861.00 $8,861.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182334 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182335 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182336 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Integrated Prewet (AI‐T) 1 $12,432.00 $12,432.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182337 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182338 11|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing Right  (HDW‐R) 1 $8,861.00 $8,861.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182340 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182341 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182342 11|B568: Prewet System, 140 Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,713.00 $2,713.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182343 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182344 11|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing Right  (HDW‐R) 1 $8,861.00 $8,861.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182346 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182347 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,841.00 $14,841.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182348 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Seperate Prewet (AI‐T wo) 1 $9,719.00 $9,719.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182349 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182350 11|B518: Meduim Duty Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRW‐R) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182354 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182355 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182356 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Integrated Prewet (AI‐T) 1 $12,432.00 $12,432.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182357 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182358 11|B518: Meduim Duty Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRW‐R) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182360 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,246.00 $2,246.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182362 11|B041: 8‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182363 11|B590: Spreader, Dual Disaharge (DS) 1 $5,277.00 $5,277.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182364 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Integrated Prewet (AI‐T) 1 $12,432.00 $12,432.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182365 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,832.00 $10,832.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182366 11|B517: Heavy Duty Mid‐Extendable Wind ‐ LeŌ (RWE‐L) 1 $5,569.00 $5,569.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182381 11|B043: 11‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182382 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $15,152.00 $15,152.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182383 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Seperate Prewet (AI‐T wo) 1 $9,719.00 $9,719.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182384 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $12,884.00 $12,884.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182385 11|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing ‐ Right (HDW‐R) 1 $8,861.00 $8,861.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182386 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,246.00 $2,246.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182387 11|B636: AutomaƟc Tire Chains (TC) 1 $1,913.00 $1,913.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182389 11|B043: 11‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182390 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Right (WTG‐ZVR) 1 $15,152.00 $15,152.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182391 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Seperate Prewet (AI‐T wo) 1 $9,719.00 $9,719.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182392 11|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $12,884.00 $12,884.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182393 11|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing ‐ Right (HDW‐R) 1 $8,861.00 $8,861.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182394 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,246.00 $2,246.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182395 11|B636: AutomaƟc Tire Chains (TC) 1 $1,913.00 $1,913.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182398 11|B043: 11‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182399 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $15,152.00 $15,152.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182400 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Seperate Prewet (AI‐T wo) 1 $9,719.00 $9,719.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182401 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,457.00 $10,457.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182402 11|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRW‐R) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182403 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,246.00 $2,246.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182404 11|B636: AutomaƟc Tire Chains (TC) 1 $1,913.00 $1,913.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182406 11|B043: 11‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182407 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Right (WTG‐ZVR) 1 $15,152.00 $15,152.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182408 11|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Seperate Prewet (AI‐T wo) 1 $9,719.00 $9,719.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182409 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,457.00 $10,457.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182410 11|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing ‐ LeŌ (MDRW‐L) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182411 11|B621: AutomaƟc Tarp (AT) 1 $2,246.00 $2,246.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182414 11|B043: 11‐yard Body 1 $11,247.00 $11,247.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182415 11|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $15,152.00 $15,152.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182417 11|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,457.00 $10,457.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC182418 11|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRW‐R) 1 $6,925.00 $6,925.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC186034 11|B519: Upgrade Medium Duty Front Wing to Para‐LiŌ Design  3 $960.00 $2,880.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187800 11|B520: BeƩerment to LD wings on A07 trucks 7 $85.00 $595.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187801 11|B516: BeƩerment to LDMW on A07 trucks 4 $85.00 $340.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187855 11|B591: BeƩerment to ZV spinner on A07 trucks 8 $175.00 $1,400.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187856 11|B588: BeƩerment to WTG‐ZV on A07 trucks 8 $175.00 $1,400.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187904 11|B588: BeƩerment to WTG‐ZV on A12 trucks 7 $175.00 $1,225.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187905 11|B588: BeƩerment to ZV spinner on A11 trucks 5 $175.00 $875.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187923 11|B051‐14:Flatbed Body and Related Apparatus 3 $4,306.36 $12,919.08
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC187925 11|B212: Hydraulic Generator Installed 3 $3,417.83 $10,253.49
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC194338 12|B051‐14:Flatbed Body and Related Apparatus 4 $4,306.00 $17,224.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC194340 12|B212: Hydraulic Generator Installed 4 $3,418.00 $13,672.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202591 12|B494: LED Arrow board, 3' x 6' 1 $4,730.00 $4,730.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202592 12|B051: 14‐foot Plaƞorm Body 1 $8,691.00 $8,691.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202593 12|B071: Centerline Broom AƩachment 1 $12,887.00 $12,887.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202998 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 3 $10,305.00 $30,915.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC202999 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 3 $14,904.00 $44,712.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203002 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 3 $11,936.00 $35,808.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203003 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Dual (LDMW‐D) 3 $10,463.00 $31,389.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203011 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203012 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,904.00 $14,904.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203013 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203014 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Dual (LDMW‐D) 1 $10,463.00 $10,463.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203017 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203018 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,904.00 $14,904.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203019 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203020 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ LeŌ (LDMW‐L) 1 $5,885.00 $5,885.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203022 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203023 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,904.00 $14,904.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203024 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203025 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Right (LDMW‐R) 1 $5,885.00 $5,885.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203029 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,305.00 $20,610.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203030 12|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 2 $5,493.00 $10,986.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203031 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,936.00 $23,872.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203032 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Right (LDMW‐R) 2 $5,885.00 $11,770.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203033 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 2 $2,824.00 $5,648.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203035 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203036 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,650.00 $9,650.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203037 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203038 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203039 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ Right (LDMW‐R) 1 $5,885.00 $5,885.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203040 12|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI‐Sw) 1 $9,304.00 $9,304.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203042 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,305.00 $20,610.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203043 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 2 $14,904.00 $29,808.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203044 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,936.00 $23,872.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203045 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear‐Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRRW‐R) 2 $7,208.00 $14,416.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203047 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203048 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 1 $9,650.00 $9,650.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203049 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203050 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203051 12|B516: Light Duty Mid‐Wing ‐ LeŌ (LDMW‐L) 1 $5,885.00 $5,885.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203054 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 3 $10,305.00 $30,915.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203055 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity LeŌ (ZVL) 3 $9,650.00 $28,950.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203056 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 3 $2,824.00 $8,472.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203057 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 3 $11,936.00 $35,808.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203058 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear‐Rear Wing ‐ Right (MDRRW‐R) 3 $7,208.00 $21,624.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203059 12|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI‐Sw) 3 $9,304.00 $27,912.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203072 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203073 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Right (ZVR) 1 $9,778.00 $9,778.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203074 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203075 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203076 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear‐Rear Wing ‐ LeŌ (MDRRW‐L) 1 $7,208.00 $7,208.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203077 12|B569: AnƟ‐Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI‐Sw) 1 $9,304.00 $9,304.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203079 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,305.00 $20,610.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203080 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 2 $14,904.00 $29,808.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203081 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,936.00 $23,872.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203084 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203085 12|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,493.00 $5,493.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203086 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203087 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,936.00 $11,936.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203090 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203091 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 1 $14,904.00 $14,904.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203093 12|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R) 1 $4,126.00 $4,126.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203095 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203096 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Right (WTG‐ZVR) 1 $15,106.00 $15,106.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203098 12|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R) 1 $4,126.00 $4,126.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203100 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,305.00 $20,610.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203101 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 2 $14,904.00 $29,808.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203102 12|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R) 2 $4,126.00 $8,252.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203113 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203114 12|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 1 $5,493.00 $5,493.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203115 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203117 12|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ Right (LDW‐R) 1 $4,126.00 $4,126.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203119 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,305.00 $10,305.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203120 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Right (WTG‐ZVR) 1 $15,106.00 $15,106.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203121 12|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ LeŌ (LDW‐L) 1 $4,126.00 $4,126.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203128 12|B040: 4‐yard Dump Body (DB) 3 $10,305.00 $30,915.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203129 12|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 3 $14,904.00 $44,712.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203130 12|B520: Light Duty Wing ‐ LeŌ (LDW‐L) 3 $4,126.00 $12,378.00
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O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203132 12|B041: 8‐yard Body (DB) 4 $11,707.00 $46,828.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203133 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 4 $15,630.00 $62,520.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203134 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 4 $13,411.00 $53,644.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203135 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 4 $13,035.00 $52,140.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203137 12|B041: 8‐yard Body (DB) 3 $11,707.00 $35,121.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203138 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity LeŌ (WTG‐ZVL) 3 $15,630.00 $46,890.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203139 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 3 $13,411.00 $40,233.00
O'HALLORAN INT'L INC203140 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 3 $13,035.00 $39,105.00
OLSEN'S OUTDOOR POWER193941 12|B607: Lawn Sweeper. ExMark Ultra Vac Collection System to fit either Line 1 mower. Part number LZUV2B with Installati 1 $1,550.00 $1,550.00
RTL EQUIPMENT INC198613 12|B081: 2.5 cu.yd. Bucket 10 $6,951.74 $69,517.40
RTL EQUIPMENT INC198614 12|B078: Pallet Fork AƩachment 6 $4,738.02 $28,428.12
RTL EQUIPMENT INC198615 12|B079: Scrap Grapple Bucket 1 $13,672.05 $13,672.05
RTL EQUIPMENT INC207339 12|B079: Scrap Grapple Bucket 1 $14,272.05 $14,272.05
RUETERS RED POWER195240 12|B525: Blower, 3pt Rotary Snow 2 $3,600.00 $7,200.00
RUETERS RED POWER195993 12|B032: Blade, 3‐pt HD UƟlity 1 $4,535.00 $4,535.00
SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC.193781 12|B494: Signal, 3'x 6' L.E.D. Arrow 2 $2,975.00 $5,950.00
SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC.196527 12|B494: Board, 3'x 6', L.E.D Arrow with Controller 1 $2,800.00 $2,800.00
SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC.198258 BeƩerment to arrow board systems B41397 & B41398. 2 $500.00 $1,000.00
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC207897 12|B571: Sprayer, Trailer 1 $4,811.56 $4,811.56
STAN HOUSTON EQUIPMENT CO INC198321 12|B102: Saw, Walk Behind Concrete 1 $1,530.00 $1,530.00
STAN HOUSTON EQUIPMENT CO INC200532 12|B102: Saw, Walk Behind Concrete 1 $1,530.00 $1,530.00
STAR EQUIPMENT LTD197127 12|B052: Breaker, Pavement 1 $11,361.00 $11,361.00
STAR EQUIPMENT LTD211375 12|B320: Mixer, Mortar ‐NEW Stone drum & paddle kit for 1987 1280 mixer. the drum and paddles only, no other items. 1 $2,455.52 $2,455.52
STRUTHERS BROTHERS KAWASAKI199959 12|B640: Trailer, ATV 1 $1,609.00 $1,609.00
TMBC198319 12|B361: Motor, Electric Trolling 5 $434.93 $2,174.65
TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC197144 12|B494: Signal, Arrow ‐ 4'x 8' L.E.D. Wirless Controller 6 $2,211.00 $13,266.00
TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC197146 12|B494: Signal, Arrow ‐ 4'x 8' L.E.D.  Cable Controller 2 $1,881.00 $3,762.00
TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC197147 12|B494: Signal, Arrow ‐ 4'x 8' L.E.D.  Cable Controller & Solar Kit 1 $3,599.00 $3,599.00
TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC199915 Solar kits consisƟng of the following: 2 $2,055.00 $4,110.00
TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC208330 12|B494: Signal, Arrow ‐ 4'x 8' L.E.D. Wireless Controller 1 $2,397.00 $2,397.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.202813 12|B111: Crane, Electric Jib Boom 1 $1,425.00 $1,425.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.204750 12|B042: Body, UƟlity 1 $5,908.00 $5,908.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.204753 12|B044: Body, UƟlity ‐ Highway Helper 1 $5,101.00 $5,101.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.205133 12|B293: LiŌ, Tailgate 1 $1,224.00 $1,224.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.205134 12|B293: LiŌ, Tailgate 1 $1,348.00 $1,348.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.207039 12|B042: Body, UƟlity 1 $6,212.00 $6,212.00
VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES196260 12|B381: Mower, 7‐Ft Grooming 1 $2,989.60 $2,989.60
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VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES197691 12|B512: Snow Blower, Walk‐Behind 3 $979.20 $2,937.60
ZIEGLER INC210818 12|B490: Shear, Tree ‐ Skid Loader AƩachment 2 $7,689.00 $15,378.00
Total 702 ‐ Road Equipment & Trailers 762 $5,346,816.19
703 ‐ Large Office Furniture & Files
LYON WORKSPACE PRODUCTS201210 FY12|CR20: CanƟlever Steel Rack 2 $449.85 $899.70
LYON WORKSPACE PRODUCTS201211 FY12|CR20: CanƟlever Steel Rack 2 $241.58 $483.16
PEERLESS SUPPLY, INC.197155 DC60: Cabinet Weatherhead C‐40X 4 $755.24 $3,020.96
Total 703 ‐ Large Office Furniture & Files 8 $4,403.82
704 ‐ Shop Tools & Small Equipment
1ST AYD CORPORATION211231 FY12/DS48: Walk Behind Hall Sweeper 2 $2,765.00 $5,530.00
AAA TOOL & SUPPLY201214 FY12|DH03: CHIPPING HAMMER CP‐4123 PYSA Stroke 3"  2 $363.45 $726.90
AAA TOOL & SUPPLY201216 FY12|DH05: BREAKER 35# CP‐1210‐S W/MUFFLER 1" 1 $855.60 $855.60
ACME TOOLS200159 FY12|DS07: BAND SAW ELLIS MODEL 1600 MITRE 1 $2,045.82 $2,045.82
ACME TOOLS200161 FY12|DS02: Ellis 6000 Belt Grinder 1 $952.13 $952.13
ACME TOOLS212372 FY12/DS07: BAND SAW JET #HVBS 7MW 1 $1,333.00 $1,333.00
ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC194094 DT38: Tank, 6250 VerƟcal 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 2 $3,037.00 $6,074.00
ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC194107 DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 2 $3,037.00 $6,074.00
ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC194108 DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 6 $3,037.00 $18,222.00
ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC194109 DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 3 $3,037.00 $9,111.00
ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC194110 DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 1 $3,037.00 $3,037.00
ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC194111 DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 7 $3,037.00 $21,259.00
AIRGAS USA LLC‐FORT DODGE200162 FY12|DD52: Drill Press            Ellis Model 9400 5 $2,599.00 $12,995.00
AMES ENGINEERING, INC205861 FY12| EM30: Speed Sensor $ GPS Antenna & 12V Power Plug Power Box To Include: 1 $565.00 $565.00
AMSAN LLC211230 FY12/DS48: Ride On Floor Scrubber 1 $5,149.00 $5,149.00
AMSAN LLC211232 FY12/DS95: Floor Wax Stripping Machine 1 $1,966.00 $1,966.00
ANKENY ACE HARDWARE198078 12|DG07|: Portable Generator ‐ with Electric Start, 8750 Surge WaƩs, 7000 Running WaƩs,  1 $849.99 $849.99
ANKENY ACE HARDWARE198471 12|DG07|: Portable Generator ‐6250 Surge WaƩs, 5000 Running WaƩs,  1 $629.99 $629.99
ANKENY ACE HARDWARE199044 12|DG07|: Portable Generator ‐6250 Surge WaƩs, 5000 Running WaƩs,  1 $649.99 $649.99
ANKENY ACE HARDWARE200863 12|DG07|: Portable Generator ‐ with Electric Start, 8750 Surge WaƩs, 7000 Running WaƩs,  1 $960.00 $960.00
APEX PINNACLE212373 FY12/DV??: Vacuum, Pedestal for Bench Grinder, Midaco GG2000 Grit‐Grabber for 5"‐10" grinder, includes: filter, hoses & c 5 $1,264.71 $6,323.55
APPLIED INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES INC212329 FY12/CR20: Rack, Steel Storage ‐ CanƟlever and Single Sided Add on 1 $916.91 $916.91
ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY ‐ AMES210629 Fy12|DT52, Tester, NEXIQ  USB Link Vehicle Interface 125032 31 $617.17 $19,132.27
ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY ‐ AMES211044 Fy12|DT52, Tester, NEXIQ  USB Link Vehicle Interface 125032 1 $617.17 $617.17
ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY ‐ AMES213952 Fy12|DT52, Tester, NEXIQ  USB Link Vehicle Interface 125032 9 $617.17 $5,554.53
ASCOREL USA LLC199353 FY12|DS31: Loader Scale make Ascorel  MC model 402  part number A5300402U  2 $6,470.00 $12,940.00
BARRON EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC197298 12|DT15  DC Powered Hydraulic Elevating Cart.  Factory Supply Model PST‐(48"X72")‐2‐46 or equivalent meeting the follow 1 $3,215.00 $3,215.00
BARRON EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC197299 12|DT15  DC Powered Hydraulic ElevaƟng Cart.  Global Industrial Model WB241576 or equivalent meeƟng the following: 2 $1,665.00 $3,330.00
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BIERSCHBACH EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY195687 Trash pump 6"  with 20Ō sucƟon hose with 90 degree at end for foot and basket 1 $19,500.00 $19,500.00
BIERSCHBACH EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY195697 Trash pump 6"  with 20Ō sucƟon hose with 90 degree at end for foot and basket 1 $19,500.00 $19,500.00
BIERSCHBACH EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY196469 Trash pump 6" to include:  1 $19,475.00 $19,475.00
CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY197949 12|DC01: Tool Box  Roller Cart Waterloo MG5612 56" 12 Drawers Red 2 $2,999.99 $5,999.98
CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY200168 FY12|DD30: Drill Magnetic , Milwaukee 4208‐1            1 $1,399.00 $1,399.00
CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY212151 FY12/DD30: Drill, MagneƟc, Jancy Engineering Slugger JM101 2 $1,504.50 $3,009.00
CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY212371 FY12/DH05: Breaker 35# CP 1210S w/muﬄer 35# 1" 1 $786.00 $786.00
CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY214573 FY12/DP92: Air powered Grease Gun  1 $647.00 $647.00
CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY214666 FY12/DW29: IMPACT WRENCH AIR   1 INCH 1 $539.00 $539.00
CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC200642 14" Advance Carpet Twin Vacuum with magnet bar attached  7 $659.70 $4,617.90
CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC201224 FY12| DS48: Floor Sweeper,  Factory Car 34 walk behind floor sweeper 1 $5,575.00 $5,575.00
CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC204268 FY/12: DS48: Floor Scrubber, Advance MicromaƟc M17B 2 $3,690.00 $7,380.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199425 FY12/DD19: Lincoln Oil Dispenser Pump for 55 Gal Drum 10 $825.00 $8,250.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199427 FY/DJ09: JACK  5 TON SERVICE            OTC #1505B 1 $511.47 $511.47
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199428 FY12/DJ26: JACK 10 TON PORT‐A‐POWER COBRA OTC 1519A 1 $565.58 $565.58
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199500 FY12/DJ10: JACK 10 TON FRAME AIR JACK   OTC #1591A or Gray TAJS‐2000 8 $981.14 $7,849.12
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199501 FY12/DP52: PULLEY SET 1 $737.71 $737.71
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199502 FY12/DT43: TESTER START/CHARGER/BATTERY  OTC 3167 1 $804.84 $804.84
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199503 DY12/DH30: HANDLER CLUTCH                 OTC #5018 2 $719.92 $1,439.84
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199504 FY12/DR21: RAMP TRUCK 20 TON 16" TREAD WIDE 2 $464.73 $929.46
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199505 FY12/DP52: PULLEY SETS 7057 and 5190  1 $445.22 $445.22
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)199506 FY12/DP52: PULLEY SET OTC 7248 Brake Pin Puller 1 $59.65 $59.65
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)200086 FY12|DJ12: JACK 25 TON UNDER AXLE AIR/HYD OTC #5012A OR GRAY #TSL‐50 OR APPROVED EQUAL  2 $1,055.41 $2,110.82
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)200088 FY12|DJ31: JACK  1 TON TRANS LOWLIFT      OTC #5019A or Gray MM2000S 2 $1,327.88 $2,655.76
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)200091 FY12|DP37: PRESS, 55 TON                  OTC #1846A 1 $3,900.54 $3,900.54
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)200157 FY12|DC68: Heavy Duty Floor Crane Hydraulic ‐ 6,000 lb min.  OTC #1813 or Equal 1 $6,156.99 $6,156.99
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)202361 FY12/DP52: PULLEY SET OTC 1676 with Box 1 $737.71 $737.71
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)211800 FY12/DC68: Floor Crane OTC SƟnger 2004, 2 year warranty 41 $337.79 $13,849.39
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)211802 FY12/DH30: Clutch Handler, Kiene CC‐2000 & CC‐2050 & CC‐2051  adapters 72 $734.00 $52,848.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)211803 FY12/DJ31: Jack, Transmission  1 ton  16 $1,250.50 $20,008.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212058 FY12/DJ31: Jack, Transmission  1 ton  2 $1,250.50 $2,501.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212059 FY12/DJ09: JACK  5 TON SERVICE     OTC #1505B  6 $485.51 $2,913.06
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212060 FY12/DJ11: Jack, Service 10 ton hyd (floor) OTC 1510B SƟnger 3 $611.54 $1,834.62
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212061 FY12/DJ26:  Jack, Port‐A‐Power  10 ton OTC 1519A Cobra 4 $536.13 $2,144.52
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212076 FY12/DC13: CADDY ANTIFREEZE AND OIL       OTC #5077 1 $396.67 $396.67
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212083 FY12/DD19: Lincoln Oil Dispenser Pump for 55 Gal Drum 10 $935.00 $9,350.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212953 FY12/DH30: Clutch Handler, Kiene CC‐2000 & CC‐2050 & CC‐2051  adapters 7 $734.00 $5,138.00
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CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212956 FY12/DD19: Lincoln Oil Dispenser Pump for 55 Gal Drum 1 $935.00 $935.00
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212959 FY12/DJ07: JACK 20 TON BOTTLE,  OTC 5221 5 $110.70 $553.50
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY)212960 FY12/DJ26: JACK 10 TON PORT‐A‐POWER COBRA OTC 1519A 2 $536.13 $1,072.26
CBG TECHNOLOGIES216654 Solvent Recycling Unit 1 $6,015.00 $6,015.00
CENTRAL SERVICE & SUPPLY INC195686 Trash pump 8"  with 30Ō sucƟon hose 1 $40,900.00 $40,900.00
CENTRAL SERVICE & SUPPLY INC195698 Trash pump 8"  with 30Ō sucƟon hose 1 $40,900.00 $40,900.00
COLE‐PARMER INSTR CO198623 12|DM68:Hot Wire Thermal Anemometer meeƟng the following: 1 $1,075.00 $1,075.00
COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC210343 12|DB03: 8000 gram  balance 4 $695.00 $2,780.00
COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC211245 12|DB03: 3200 gram  balance 1 $1,752.99 $1,752.99
COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC211407 12|DS36: AND FG‐30KBM 60# CAPACITY 3 $415.95 $1,247.85
COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC211457 12|DB03: 250 gram  balance 1 $349.80 $349.80
FASTENAL CO200163 FY12|DS02: Floor Model CombinaƟon  Disc and Belt Sander Jet J‐4200A  414551 2 $1,375.00 $2,750.00
FASTENAL CO201212 FY12|DD30: DRILL, MAGNETIC EVOLUTION MUSTANG 3500X 2 $806.39 $1,612.78
FASTENAL COMPANY213290 Mobile hydraulic scissor liŌ table with the following criteria:  NORTHERN TOOL ‐ ITEM #18973 1 $795.05 $795.05
GEOCOMP CORP199362 12|DM62: Betterment to Geocomp Automated Stress Path Triaxial Unit Specifications For Incremental Consolidation Soil T 2 $21,645.28 $43,290.56
GERMANN INSTRUMENTS  INC198245 12|DA13:RapidAir 457 Air Void Analyzer by Germann: 1 $49,000.00 $49,000.00
GOODWAY TECHNOLOGY199916 Scale Removal System, 110 Volt 1 $3,495.00 $3,495.00
GRAINGER #853763530 PURCHASING203663 FY12|DG02: GAUGE, COATING THICKNESS METER 1 $600.00 $600.00
GRAINGER #853763530 PURCHASING212961 FY12/DP95: PUMP TRASH Littel Giant ATT30‐6HRF 3" ports with 6 HP Honda engine 1 $800.00 $800.00
GRAINGER #853763530 PURCHASING215377 12|DO36: Oven for Welding Rod 1 $550.00 $550.00
GRAY MANUFACURING CO INC200090 FY/DJ31: Jack  Transmission High Reach     Gray Model HTCJ‐2000  1 $7,322.00 $7,322.00
HARRY ALTER & CO200167 FY12|DD30: Drill, MagneƟc,  Slugger 2X2 Part #17980 2 $1,049.50 $2,099.00
HERITAGE CRYSTAL CLEAN212374 FY12/DW05: Washer, Parts  Solvent w/filter, 30gal 1 $613.80 $613.80
HERITAGE CRYSTAL CLEAN212962 FY12/DW05:  Washer, Parts  Solvent w/filter, 30gal 1 $600.00 $600.00
HOTSY CLEANING SYSTEMS201241 FY12| DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG  Allison Ia. 1 $3,141.00 $3,141.00
HOTSY CLEANING SYSTEMS201285 FY12| DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG  West Union IA 1 $3,141.00 $3,141.00
HOTSY CLEANING SYSTEMS201286 FY12| DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG  Council Bluﬀs‐N Ia. 1 $3,141.00 $3,141.00
HOTSY CLEANING SYSTEMS201287 FY12| DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #790SS OIL  Cedar Rapids Bridge  Ia 1 $2,242.00 $2,242.00
HOTSY CLEANING SYSTEMS201288 FY12|DW02, Pressure Washer Hot Water, 110 Volt Hotsy #560SS 1 $1,930.00 $1,930.00
HUMBOLDT MFG. CO.197271 12|DT45:Gilmore Cement Time of Set Unit, Humboldt H‐3150: 1 $389.50 $389.50
INDEPENDENT PARTS DISTRIBUTION CENTER211801 FY12/DD27: Dual wheel Dolly Jack     NORCO 82320, LifeƟme Warranty 16 $516.00 $8,256.00
INDEPENDENT PARTS DISTRIBUTION CENTER212056 FY12/DD27: Dual wheel Dolly Jack     NORCO 82320, LifeƟme Warranty 2 $516.00 $1,032.00
INDEPENDENT PARTS DISTRIBUTION CENTER212946 FY12/DD27: Dual wheel Dolly Jack     NORCO 82320, LifeƟme Warranty 1 $516.00 $516.00
INDI ENTERPRISE INC204748 FY12|DC14: Cable Tension Gauge ‐ Guardrail 5 $1,779.89 $8,899.45
INTEGRATED POWER SYSTEMS INTL. INC,198079 12|DG07|: Portable Generator, 8130 Surge WaƩs, 5650 Running WaƩs, Model #DEK 5650 LE 1 $830.00 $830.00
JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & CONTRACTOR205580 FY12|DB40: Gas Powered Hammer, Wacker BH65   1.125" hex 2 $2,629.00 $5,258.00
JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & CONTRACTOR212958 FY12/DH03: CHIPPING HAMMER  CP‐4123 3R Stroke 3", Round 0.680" bit 1 $335.00 $335.00
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JOHN DAY COMPANY196738 FY12/DT75: GEAR WRENCHS AND SOCKETS 2 $448.00 $896.00
JOHN DAY COMPANY197950 12|DT75: Master Tool set, Craftsman 35184 1169 Piece Set 1 $4,460.00 $4,460.00
JOHNSTON AUTOSTORES194578 The Dayco D100S Crimper with the following: 14 $2,855.43 $39,976.02
LAMCO SLINGS & RIGGING INC215374 09|DH57: LAMCO, SPREADER BEAM 1 $900.00 $900.00
LOWES HOME CENTERS197156 FY12|DC01: Tool  Cabinet ‐ 27",  6 draws Kobalt 268967 at Lowe's model number LW27SS07‐BT06 8 $367.08 $2,936.64
LYON WORKSPACE PRODUCTS212084 FY12/DC01: Cabinet, Tool ‐ 26 in top chest 11 $423.36 $4,656.96
MATHESON LINWELD (DES MOINES)204277 DW10: Spool Gun for (Weld Aluminum) 2 $760.00 $1,520.00
MATHESON LINWELD (DES MOINES)204279 DW10: Spool Gun for (Weld Aluminum) 1 $795.00 $795.00
MEDIA LLC208210 12|DS49:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 3 $2,116.00 $6,348.00
MIDWEST SAFETY COUNSELORS INC215109 12/DM84: GAS MONITOR GX, FOR 4 GASSES LEL/02/H2S/C0 16 $507.00 $8,112.00
MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES199706 FY12| DP52: Puller Set, for Slack Adjuster Tiger Tool 20602 1 $929.00 $929.00
MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES212128 FY12/DW29: Wrench, Impact air    1"  Ingersall Rand IR00285‐6 3 $378.00 $1,134.00
MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC212141 FY12/DS10: Saw , Concrete ‐ Walk‐Behind 9HP. ‐ 12"‐14" 1 $1,078.31 $1,078.31
MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC212142 FY12/DV22: Vibrator, Concrete, Northern Tool # 999335‐2201 1 $728.87 $728.87
MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC212147 FY12/DD30: Drill, Magnetic, Compact Model, Hougen HMD‐150 with bits 1 $754.41 $754.41
MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC214670 FY12/DL13: Ladder, Rolling  2 $601.86 $1,203.72
NATIONAL TOOL WAREHOUSE201218 FY12| DW29: IMPACT WRENCH AIR   1 INCH 1 $572.99 $572.99
NORTHERN SLING & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY204749 FY12|DH58: Hoist, Rachet, 6 ton Coﬃng 6 ton ratchet  6 $1,821.00 $10,926.00
NOTT COMPANY202439 FY12| DS14: Hose Cut Oﬀ Saw, 1‐1/2HP W/8" BLADE  #24398 2 $1,430.14 $2,860.28
OLYMPUS NDT INC204269 FY12/DT55: TESTER, ULTRASONIC, GEIT Phasor XS  1 $24,977.84 $24,977.84
OMEGA ENGINEERING INC203683 12|DC11:High Accuracy Pressure CalibraƟon Kit: 1 $1,495.00 $1,495.00
OMEGA ENGINEERING INC203684 Omega DPG‐4000‐100 high‐accuracy digital pressure gauge 0.05% accuracy of full scall 0‐100 PSIG. 1 $820.00 $820.00
PANALYTICAL INC208022 12|DS70:Fusion Unit 1 $47,886.00 $47,886.00
PILE DYNAMICS INC215371 FY12/DA20: ANALYZER, PILE DRIVING 2 $2,100.00 $4,200.00
PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC (AMES)199424 FY12/DD52: DRILL PRESS            JET #JDP‐20MF 3 $870.00 $2,610.00
PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC (DES MOINES)201219 FY12| DC77: CUTTER, PLASMA ESAB PCM‐900  ESA 0558008121  1 $1,975.00 $1,975.00
PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC (DES MOINES)201222 FY12| DW15: WELDING FUME EXTRACTOR MICRO AIR TM1000 1 $5,577.52 $5,577.52
RESCO209970 FY12/DC70: Crimper, Elec. Cable, Burndy PATMD6LI ‐ PATCHGR‐LIDC charger ‐ WO W‐die 2 $1,583.00 $3,166.00
SADLER POWER TRAIN211421 Dump‐Lok DLN‐105WT Notched model 102 $963.47 $98,273.94
SATCO SUPPLY205097 12|DC11: 3 Point Bore Gauge 1 $1,498.94 $1,498.94
SATCO SUPPLY206576 12|DC11: Seƫng Ring 1 $811.94 $811.94
SENECA CONSTRUCTION LLC186491 FY12/DL24: 4 (four) Mobile Column LiŌs  w/18,000 lbs. Capacity Each w/Wireless CommunicaƟons 1 $31,209.00 $31,209.00
SENECA MINERAL COMPANY194118 FY12|DT38: TANK, Make: Norwesco No. NOR5000Vert ‐102"D X 152"H  4 $2,728.00 $10,912.00
SENECA MINERAL COMPANY196101 FY12|DT38: TANK, Make: Norwesco No. NOR5000Vert ‐102"D X 152"H  4 $2,723.00 $10,892.00
SENECA MINERAL COMPANY196102 FY12|DT38: TANK, Make: Norwesco No. NOR7800Vert ‐119"D X 176"H  1 $4,644.00 $4,644.00
SENECA MINERAL COMPANY196103 FY12|DT38: TANK, Make: Norwesco No. NOR7800Vert ‐119"D X 176"H  3 $4,182.00 $12,546.00
SENECA MINERAL COMPANY196176 FY12|DT38: TANK, Make: Norwesco No. NOR5000Vert ‐102"D X 152"H  8 $2,723.00 $21,784.00
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SKIDRIL INC200165 FY12|DD56: Post Driver Skidril HP18 6 $3,316.00 $19,896.00
SKIDRIL INC210307 FY12|DD56: Post Driver Skidril HP18 2 $3,316.00 $6,632.00
SKIDRIL INC210409 FY12|DD56: Post Driver Skidril HP18 1 $3,316.00 $3,316.00
SNAP‐ON IND A DIV OF IDSC HOLDINGS LLC200169 FY12|DW29: Impact Wrench Air   1" Snap‐On AT1300AL  light weight 1 $1,143.75 $1,143.75
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC196107 FY12| DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 1 $1,371.00 $1,371.00
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC196108 FY12| DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 275GPM 1PH 1 $1,371.00 $1,371.00
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC196109 FY12| DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 175GPM 1PH 1 $1,104.00 $1,104.00
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC196110 FY12| DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 275GPM1PH 1 $1,371.00 $1,371.00
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC196136 FY12| DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 175GPM 1PH 1 $1,104.00 $1,104.00
SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC206914 FY12/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 175GPM 1PH 2 $1,104.00 $2,208.00
STAN HOUSTON EQUIPMENT CO INC195272 Trash pumps  2", Honda 5.5 hp  3 $1,153.00 $3,459.00
STAN HOUSTON EQUIPMENT CO INC195361 Trash pumps  3", Honda 8 hp  5 $1,451.00 $7,255.00
STAR EQUIPMENT LTD205650 FY11|DH06: BREAKER 60# CP‐1230‐S W/MUFFLER 1‐1/8" 1 $792.00 $792.00
SUPERIOR WELDING SUPPLY201221 FY12| DR55: Welding PAPR powered helmet system   3 $1,416.87 $4,250.61
THERMAL PRODUCT SOLUTIONS DIVISION194745 12|D83H:Temperature Humidity Chamber meeƟng the following: 1 $25,202.80 $25,202.80
TOOL HOUSE INC THE202809 FY12/DH58: Coffing 6 ton ratchet 1 $839.99 $839.99
TOOL HOUSE INC THE202810 FY12/DC14: Dillon Quick Check 36289‐0014, Sheave S, Case 1 $1,888.17 $1,888.17
TOOL HOUSE INC THE203673 FY12/DH58: Chicago Grips #1628‐17 cable grips 2 $369.99 $739.98
TOTAL TOOL SUPPLY INC215807 FY12/DW28: IMPACT WRENCH AIR 3/4 INCH 1 $449.50 $449.50
TRANSIT WORKS208219 FY12|DL34: MAGNETIC LOCATOR W/HARD CASE 1 $695.00 $695.00
TRANSIT WORKS214672 FY12/DL34: MAGNETIC Locator with Hard Case 2 $695.00 $1,390.00
TRANSPORTATION SUPPLIES INC201217 FY12|DT52: Tester, code reader, OBD II , CAN 1 $259.00 $259.00
TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC.201223 FY12| DD56: FAIRMONT POST DRIVER #HPD‐HV‐U PART #11186 1 $2,102.00 $2,102.00
UE SYSTEMS INC199751 UP 9000KT Ultraprobe digital ultrasonic inspecƟon system 1 $7,488.00 $7,488.00
UNIQUE TRUCK EQUIPMENT, INC.198019 Fy12|DT52, Tester, NEXIQ  USB Link Vehicle Interface 125032 27 $636.00 $17,172.00
UNIQUE TRUCK EQUIPMENT, INC.198332 Fy12|DT52, Tester, NEXIQ  USB Link Vehicle Interface 125032 16 $636.00 $10,176.00
UNIQUE TRUCK EQUIPMENT, INC.200158 FY12|DD26: BRAKE AND DRUM DOLLY BACKBUDDY OTC #5090 2 $1,205.00 $2,410.00
UNIQUE TRUCK EQUIPMENT, INC.202438 Fy12|DT52, Tester, NEXIQ  USB Link Vehicle Interface 125032 6 $650.00 $3,900.00
UZ ENGINEERED PRODUCTS LLC212317  FY12/DC60: Cabinet, Hose Fiƫng Weatherhead C‐40X 1 $788.65 $788.65
VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES199705 FY12| DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS‐420‐14" 2 $762.95 $1,525.90
VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES202811 FY12/DS17 :Stihl TS‐420S‐14" Cutquik 1 $793.00 $793.00
VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES206093 DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS‐420‐14" 1 $793.00 $793.00
VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES212140 FY12/DS17: SƟhl TS‐400S‐14" Cutquik 2 $808.46 $1,616.92
VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES214665 FY12/DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS‐700‐14" 2 $999.00 $1,998.00
VARITECH INDUSTRIES196104 FY12|DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH with American Coupler Dump 1 $19,945.80 $19,945.80
VARITECH INDUSTRIES197980 FY12|DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH with American Coupler Dump 1 $19,945.80 $19,945.80
VARITECH INDUSTRIES197981 FY12|DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH with American Coupler Dump 1 $19,945.80 $19,945.80
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VARITECH INDUSTRIES197982 FY12|DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH  with Fork type dump 1 $19,945.80 $19,945.80
VARITECH INDUSTRIES197983 FY12|DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH  with Fork type dump 1 $19,945.80 $19,945.80
VARITECH INDUSTRIES197984 FY12|DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH  with Fork type dump 1 $19,945.80 $19,945.80
VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY197235 12|DM80: Cement Mixer ASTM C305 2 $3,389.50 $6,779.00
VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT214673 FY12/DL25: LiŌ, Man Hole Cover, BigsEasyLiŌ w/large wheels, 18" ext, liŌing head & 12" steel pipe LHE02, Magnet MAGo1 1 $1,539.00 $1,539.00
WRIGHT TOOL CO196725 FY12/DT75:  GRAY: METRIC IMPACT SOCKETS SETS: 2 $163.48 $326.96
Total 704 ‐ Shop Tools & Small Equipment 710 $1,279,689.65
705 ‐ Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment
AMES ENGINEERING, INC196160 FY12|EM30: DISTANCE METER, NU‐METRICS‐NS‐50, NITESTAR 4 $555.00 $2,220.00
AMES ENGINEERING, INC205858 FY12|EM30: DISTANCE METER, NU‐METRICS‐NS‐50, NITESTAR 1 $555.00 $555.00
AMES ENGINEERING, INC206915 FY12/EM30: DISTANCE METER, NU‐METRICS‐NS‐50, NITESTAR 1 $555.00 $555.00
AMES ENGINEERING, INC212920 FY12/EM30: DISTANCE METER, NU‐METRICS‐NS‐50, NITESTAR 33 $555.00 $18,315.00
AMES ENGINEERING, INC212922 FY12/EM30: Speed Sensor $ GPS Antenna & 12V Power Plug, Part Number 10571 31 $443.75 $13,756.25
AMES ENGINEERING, INC214498 FY12/EM30: DISTANCE METER, NU‐METRICS‐NS‐50, NITESTAR 2 $555.00 $1,110.00
AMES ENGINEERING, INC214499 FY12/EM30: Speed Sensor $ GPS Antenna & 12V Power Plug, Part Number 10571 2 $443.75 $887.50
DIRECTGOV SOURCE203385 Blackhaawk storm single point sling QD model #70GS15BK (Black) 107 $16.64 $1,780.48
DIRECTGOV SOURCE203387 Blackhawk Universal Single Point Sling Adapter, model #70SM04BK 107 $19.93 $2,132.51
ESRI207991 Juniper Mesa Geo ‐ Rugged Notepad ‐ includes GPS, color camera, and a 3G cellular data interface.  1 $3,275.00 $3,275.00
SIOUX SALES CO.204100 The SeƟna Black‐Rac model 1080E (electric release)  for mounƟng in both the Ford Crown Victoria to the Chevrolet Tahoe.   95 $374.48 $35,575.60
SIOUX SALES CO.204101 Pipe/Tube Mount Model BLACRAC‐26007 95 $62.30 $5,918.50
SIOUX SALES CO.213262 New and unused Smith & Wesson NP15T Rifle to include all assessories and meeting specifications as indicated on proposal 107 $1,303.50 $139,474.50
SUNSET LAW ENFORCEMENT LTD203380 Hoppe's Bore Snake Model 24011 .22 Caliber Center Fire. 107 $9.85 $1,053.95
SUNSET LAW ENFORCEMENT LTD203384 Hoppe's rifle cleaning kit with aluminum rod U22 107 $6.60 $706.20
TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC199746 GPS‐1 GIS Network RTK GGD Kit /w Verizon CDMA 1 $10,118.00 $10,118.00
TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC199747 BC‐30D Dual Battery Charger:           NO. 60700 1 $146.00 $146.00
TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC199748 Top Surv Prp ModuleE:                   NO. 60301 1 $371.00 $371.00
TRANSIT WORKS201289 EL18: Rotary Laser Level, CST/Berger 57‐ALGRD Dual Beam Lazer 1 $1,339.00 $1,339.00
TRANSIT WORKS202792 Survey Grade AutomaƟc Level 15 $297.75 $4,466.25
TRANSIT WORKS202793 Survey Grade AutomaƟc Tripod 15 $74.98 $1,124.70
Total 705 ‐ Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 834 $244,880.44
706 ‐ Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment
ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC214901 ADR2000+ 41 $3,599.00 $147,559.00
ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC214902 CPU Board 11 $500.00 $5,500.00
ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC214903 Faceplate & Comm Card 112 $700.00 $78,400.00
AMERESCO SOLAR SOLUTIONS INC214904 Solar Panel 50 Watt 112 $199.00 $22,288.00
AMERICAN MARKING INC212549 RapidPrint Time Stamper with digital clock. 1 $950.00 $950.00
AVERO PACKAGING CORPORATION212196 One Step Semi‐AutomaƟc Shrink Wrap machine with Auto Discharge Output Conveyor for PrinƟng Services 1 $6,745.00 $6,745.00
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CENTURYLINK200796 BCM 50 6.0 software release 1 $794.12 $794.12
CRYSTAL BROOK DIRECT214122 New Tabletop Folder for PrinƟng Services. Demo, used or refurbished will not be accepted. 1 $4,565.00 $4,565.00
CULVER‐HAHN ELECTRIC SUPPLY199405 Electrical supplies for installation of the remote power for the Franklin County Remote tower at the Latimer garage. Invoice 1 $344.55 $344.55
CUMMINS CENTRAL POWER LLC215510 75 AMP Hour Sealed  AGM 12 Volt BaƩery 112 $154.10 $17,259.20
DIGITAL HIGHWAY INC214906 Modem, AirLink Raven XT, V2227‐VD EVDO Rev A VZW 112 $412.95 $46,250.40
ECS INC204867 Data Video Hard Drive Recorder with 320 GB HDD one year warranty 2 $930.00 $1,860.00
ECS INC204868 10 '  long Data FireWire cables 400 4‐6 pin ‐ compatible to recorder 3 $12.00 $36.00
ECS INC204905 B+W 72MM Clear UV Haze SC (010) filter for AG‐AC160 Panasonic HD Camcorder 1 $60.00 $60.00
ECS INC204906 Panasonic AVCCam HD Camcorder with ac adapter/charger 1 $4,037.00 $4,037.00
ECS INC204907 Lithium ion 7.2 V DC BaƩery for AG‐HMC150 AG‐HMC70 for Panasonic AG‐AC160 HD Camcorder 4 $173.00 $692.00
ECS INC204908 PortaBrace ranslicker for Panasonic AG‐AC160 camcorder 1 $188.50 $188.50
ECS INC204909 Sandisk 64 GB memory disk for Panasonic AG‐AC160 Camcorder 6 $127.75 $766.50
ECS INC204910 SEnnheiser camera microphone for Panasonic AG‐AC160 camcorder 1 $180.00 $180.00
ECS INC204918 Sennheiser hariy windscreen and ALR adapter accessory kit for Panasonic AG‐AC160 camcorder 1 $31.00 $31.00
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS COMPANY INC208516 Power Supply, 13.8 vdc, 1.5 amp, Motorola, This unit will be used to power the 4 addiƟonal control heads. 4 $36.11 $144.44
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS COMPANY INC208517 Power Supply, 13.8 vdc, 1.5 amp, Motorola, This unit will be used to power the 4 addiƟonal control heads. 4 $36.11 $144.44
GENERAL DYNAMICS SATCOM TECHNOLOGIES I205944 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ANALYZER, GENERAL DYNAMICS 2 $21,500.00 $43,000.00
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO214909 Loop Lightning ProtecƟon 56 $13.95 $781.20
H B LEISEROWITZ CO196098 NIKON Camera  package  ‐ $369  this package includes EN‐EL5 REchargeable Battery, Chg AC Adapter‐ EH‐69P, Audio video  1 $369.00 $369.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO196184 Battery 1 $25.00 $25.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO196185 charger 1 $23.00 $23.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO196186 16 GB SDHC class 10 card 1 $34.00 $34.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO196187 Tamarec Camera Bag 1 $21.00 $21.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198627 D4 DSLR NIKON Camera Body Kit 1 $5,699.00 $5,699.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198632 NIKON Lens 70‐300  MM F4.5 ‐ 5. 6G VR AF‐S FX w/HB‐36 HOOD FLTR = 67MM 2161 162548  1 $370.96 $370.96
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198633 B+W MulƟcoated 070236 1 $49.00 $49.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198634 NIKON EN‐EL18 Battery 2 $141.95 $283.90
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198635 NIKON BL‐6 BATTERY CHAMBER COVER F/D3 REPL 25373 162545 1 $25.95 $25.95
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198636 NIKON SB‐910 AF SPEEDLIGHT COVERS 17‐200MM ‐ GN:111 4807 162548  1 $499.00 $499.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198637 CAMERA BAG F‐1B BALLISTIC 700‐F1B 10399 SAUNDERS 1 $149.00 $149.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198638 NIKON 24‐70MM F2.8G ED AF‐S FX W/HB‐40 HOOD FILTER = 77MM 2164 162548 1 $1,708.00 $1,708.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO198639 B & W  UV 77MM FILTER MulƟcoated. 1 $79.00 $79.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO200792 NIKON Coolpix point and shoot digital camera. Color Silver 1 $163.96 $163.96
H B LEISEROWITZ CO200795 Sandisk SD Card 8 GB extreme class 10 will accept video also 1 $19.80 $19.80
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201099 NIKON Coolpix point and shoot digital camera. Color Silver 100 $109.96 $10,996.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201100 SD Card 8 GB with a minimum class 6, to allow HD video  110 $10.26 $1,128.60
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201101 NIKON lithium ion Battery for NIKON S6100 5 $23.91 $119.55
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H B LEISEROWITZ CO201691 NIKON Coolpix point and shoot digital camera. Color Silver for Brain Smith in Design 1 $109.96 $109.96
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201692 SD Card 8 GB class 10, to allow HD video  for Brain Smith in Design 2 $10.26 $20.52
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201693 NIKON lithium ion Battery for NIKON S6100 for Brian Smith in Design 1 $26.19 $26.19
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201695 Price  includes 1 yr + NIKON 2 addit year warranty, case, ENEL5 NIKON lithium ion rechargeable battery, USB cable, audio/vi 1 $348.96 $348.96
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201696 NIKON lithium ion Battery for NIKON P500 for Brain Smith in Design 1 $22.74 $22.74
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201709 AC/DC charger for P500 NIKON Camera for Brian Smith 1 $19.29 $19.29
H B LEISEROWITZ CO201710 AC/DC charger for P6100 NIKON coolpix pt and shoot camera for Brian Smith 1 $26.19 $26.19
H B LEISEROWITZ CO212853 Toshiba 40"  LED Flat screen  HDTV, 1080p, 120 Hz, HDMI ports, remote, stand.  1 $553.00 $553.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO212863 Freight 1 $12.97 $12.97
H B LEISEROWITZ CO213532 Sony Full Digital HD video camera recorder with 16 GB flash memory camcorder, 30X optical zoom,6 lux, 8.9mp still images, 1 $469.00 $469.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO213721 Handycam Accessory kit includes: Infolithium V series Battery NP‐FV70 and carrying case LCSX30  1 $59.00 $59.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO213722 Battery Charger 1 $35.00 $35.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO213723 Transcend  16 MB class 10 SDHC Card 2 $17.00 $34.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215266 Sony Full Digital HD video camera recorder with 16 GB flash memory camcorder, 30X optical zoom,6 lux, 8.9mp still images, 1 $469.00 $469.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215267 Handycam Accessory kit includes: Infolithium V series Battery NP‐FV70 and carrying case LCSX30  1 $59.00 $59.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215268 Battery Charger 1 $35.00 $35.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215269 Transcend  16 MB class 10 SDHC Card 2 $17.00 $34.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215702 Sony Full Digital HD video camera recorder with 16 GB flash memory camcorder, 30X optical zoom,6 lux, 8.9mp still images, 1 $469.00 $469.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215703 Handycam Accessory kit includes: Infolithium V series Battery NP‐FV70 and carrying case LCSX30  1 $59.00 $59.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215704 Battery Charger 1 $35.00 $35.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO215705 Transcend  16 MB class 10 SDHC Card 2 $17.00 $34.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO216996 Canon Powershot SX150 IS 14 Megapixel 12X optical zoom Black Digital Camera 1 $161.00 $161.00
H B LEISEROWITZ CO216997 4GB SD Card for Canon Powershot SX150 1 $6.50 $6.50
HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC198242 wattmeter with female N connectors, Telewave 1 $652.90 $652.90
HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC198707 Carry case for line one. This is a betterment to line 1 1 $86.05 $86.05
ILLOWA COMMUNICATIONS213270 Power Supply, 13.8 vdc, 1.5 amp, Motorola, This unit will be used to power each of the 4 additional control heads for each  240 $35.50 $8,520.00
KRIZ‐DAVIS CO199404 Electrical supplies for installation of the remote power for the Franklin County Remote tower at the Latimer garage. Invoice 1 $3,093.13 $3,093.13
MIDWEST FENCE & GATE COMPANY202629 protective fence for the 100 foot tower at the Maquoketa tower. this is a betterment to F00391A 1 $1,974.46 $1,974.46
MIDWEST FENCE & GATE COMPANY203775 protective fence for the 180 foot tower at the Monona County  tower. this is a betterment to F00397A. 1 $2,719.49 $2,719.49
MIDWEST FENCE & GATE COMPANY203778 protective fence for the 180 foot tower at the Latimer tower. this is a betterment to F00398A. 1 $2,645.49 $2,645.49
MIDWEST FENCE & GATE COMPANY203779 protective fence for the 180 foot tower at the Manchester tower. this is a betterment to F00396A. 1 $2,763.49 $2,763.49
MIDWEST FENCE & GATE COMPANY203780 protective fence for the 180 foot tower at the Waukon tower. this is a betterment to F00395A. 1 $2,870.49 $2,870.49
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC204733 RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, HIGH‐POWER, REMOTE MOUNT, MOTOROLA 7 $5,484.50 $38,391.50
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC204734 FUTURECOM VEHICLE REPEATER SYSTEM,  7 $4,549.09 $31,843.63
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC205140 RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, MOTOROLA 106 $4,356.50 $461,789.00
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC205142 RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, REMOTE MOUNT, MOTOROLA, FOR BASE STATIONS 60 $5,832.50 $349,950.00
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC205536 RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, REMOTE MOUNT, MOTOROLA, FOR BASE STATIONS 2 $5,832.50 $11,665.00
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MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC205556 RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, MOTOROLA 1 $0.01 $0.01
MPH INDUSTRIES INC204336 Bee III Ka‐Band Dual Antenna Radar Package includes: radar, waterproof 85 $1,700.00 $144,500.00
OPTIMUM ENERGY PRODUCTS LTD205254 FLIR Thermal imaging 5 MP digital camera, 37,200 pixels, 4.3" screen, color viewfinder, 4 X Zoom, 25 deg lens,  120 degree r 1 $17,219.00 $17,219.00
OPTIMUM ENERGY PRODUCTS LTD205255 FLIR 15 degree telephoto lens (f=41.3 MM) with case for FLIR T620 camera. Price includes lens to be calibrated with camera 1 $4,319.00 $4,319.00
OPTIMUM ENERGY PRODUCTS LTD205256 FLIR wide angle 45 degree lens for FLIR T620 camera. Price includes to be calibrated with camera before shipping out.  1 $3,449.99 $3,449.99
OPTIMUM ENERGY PRODUCTS LTD205257 Cigarette Lighter adapter w 1.2M cable for FLIR T620 camera. 1 $30.50 $30.50
PANVENO TOWER SERVICE LLC197871 tower climbeing fees. Populate the tower with cable and antenna systems. 1 $1,215.50 $1,215.50
PANVENO TOWER SERVICE LLC199406 Tower company to install all antennas, cabling and accessories. Panveno Tower Service This tower was done in combinatio 1 $1,863.49 $1,863.49
PANVENO TOWER SERVICE LLC199407 Tower company to install all antennas, cabling and accessories. Panveno Tower Service This tower was done in combinatio 1 $1,477.04 $1,477.04
PITNEY BOWES INC216573 Pitney Bowes postage meter with 5 lb scale 1 $546.00 $546.00
PITNEY BOWES INC216599 monthly maintenance for postage meter and scale 60 $34.00 $2,040.00
POWER & TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO214907 InducƟve Loop Wire 1000' Spool 15 $124.00 $1,860.00
RICOH USA INC197924 Motor Carrier, IRP LV B/W Ricoh  C/P/S/F w/ 2 trays, surge protector  & hard disk drive, PS 1 $1,901.07 $1,901.07
SNAP‐ON INDUSTRIAL ‐ ANKENY,IA204469 Bores cope inspecƟon camera Snap‐on Model BK6000 18 $486.62 $8,759.16
SNAP‐ON INDUSTRIAL ‐ ANKENY,IA204470 9MM Diameter Dual View Imager     18 $146.73 $2,641.14
STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS INC (DSM)214908 Gold Flex Label All Season, Polyester Traﬃc Detector Loop Sealant 110 $77.54 $8,529.40
VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT212395 Ultra Light tubular Banner Display with stabilizer weighted feet, connectors and case. Unit comes in 9 sections, each measu 9 $110.00 $990.00
VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT212553 50 W Banner STand light with transformer and bag 3 $59.00 $177.00
VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT213291 Freight FEDEX GRD 1 $45.18 $45.18
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213842 10 ‐ Pooling Key Codes (Allows us to move key codes from one BCM 450 phone system to another) 1 $1,662.16 $1,662.16
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213843 2 ‐ Pooling Key Codes (Allows us to move key codes from one BCM 450 phone system to another) 1 $686.84 $686.84
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC216243 BCM 50 6.0 software release 1 $794.12 $794.12
Total 706 ‐ Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 1,612 $1,531,109.62
707 ‐ Computers & Related Equipment
AVI SYSTEMS176385 RMX 2000 1 $38,785.00 $38,785.00
AVI SYSTEMS176386 RMX 2000 (INSTALLATION) 1 $9,295.00 $9,295.00
AVI SYSTEMS176388 RSS 4000 HD 10/40 (SUPPORTS STREAMING VIDEO) 1 $6,705.88 $6,705.88
AVI SYSTEMS176389 RSS 4000 HD 10/40 (STREAMING VIDEO) INSTALLATION 1 $4,995.00 $4,995.00
AVI SYSTEMS176391 CMA 4000 + 100 DEVICES 1 $9,952.94 $9,952.94
AVI SYSTEMS176392 CMA 4000 (INSTALLATION) 1 $9,265.00 $9,265.00
AVI SYSTEMS176394 VBP 5300‐E25 (FIREWALL) 1 $7,132.94 $7,132.94
AVI SYSTEMS176395 VBP 5300‐E25/ST25 (INSTALLATION) 2 $3,095.00 $6,190.00
AVI SYSTEMS176398 RSS 4000 5‐PORT RECORDING AND STREAMING SOLUTION 1 $14,929.41 $14,929.41
AVI SYSTEMS176399 VBP 5300‐ST25 FIREWALL/NAT TRAVERSAL UNIT 1 $11,777.65 $11,777.65
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206120 Epson PowerLite 1770W mulƟmedia projector 7 $860.00 $6,020.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206125 Epson universal projector ceiling mount 1 $73.00 $73.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206126 Epson replacement lamp for PowerLite 1770W 1 $165.00 $165.00
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CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206130 Epson PowerLite 1770W mulƟmedia projector 7 $860.00 $6,020.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206131 Epson projector lamp for powerlite 1715 (ELPLP38) 1 $285.00 $285.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206132 Epson replacement lamp for PowerLite 1716 (ELPLP48) 1 $299.00 $299.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206134 Epson PowerLite 1770W mulƟmedia projector 7 $860.00 $6,020.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206135 Epson PowerLite 425W projector 1 $920.00 $920.00
CDW GOVERNMENT, INC206136 Epson replacement lamp for PowerLite 425W (ELPLP60) 1 $245.00 $245.00
DIGITAL HIGHWAY INC202139 Airlink Raven XT modem w/ VZW and DC power 25 $361.95 $9,048.75
EMBARKIT INC194927 Epson Powerlite 1925W MulƟmedia Projector 1 $1,859.00 $1,859.00
EMBARKIT INC194929 Epson universal projector ceiling mount 1 $80.00 $80.00
EMBARKIT INC194931 Epson Advanced projector ceiling mount 1 $121.00 $121.00
EMBARKIT INC194932 Epson Adjustable extension column (pipe) 1 $47.00 $47.00
EMBARKIT INC194934 Epson structural round ceiling plate 1 $25.00 $25.00
EMBARKIT INC200072 EVGA ‐ GEForce GT 520 PCIe 2.0 x16 1GB DDR3 SDRAM 1 $49.00 $49.00
EMBARKIT INC203965 EVGA ‐ GEForce GT 520 PCIe 2.0 x16 1GB DDR3 SDRAM 1 $49.00 $49.00
EMBARKIT INC213296 NEC MultiSync V422‐42" LCD flat panel display ‐ widescreen ‐ 1080p (FullHD) ‐ black 3 $835.00 $2,505.00
EMBARKIT INC213297 Peerless HG PLA50‐UNLP‐GB Articulating Wall Arm ‐ Piano Black 3 $273.50 $820.50
EMBARKIT INC214485 Matrox ‐ Graphics adapter ‐ M9140 ‐ PCI Express x16 ‐ 1 $580.00 $580.00
EZ‐LINER INDUSTRIES212166 Skip‐Line DL‐09 Upgrade 8 $2,350.00 $18,800.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD198273 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 19 $160.00 $3,040.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD199703 HP Compaq LA2405wg ‐ LCD Display, 24" Widescreen, 1 $299.00 $299.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD200071 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 1 $160.00 $160.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD200560 HP Compaq LA2405wg ‐ LCD Display, 24" Widescreen 1 $299.00 $299.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD203964 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 1 $160.00 $160.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD205126 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 3 $160.00 $480.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD205497 HP Compaq LA2405wg ‐ LCD Display, 24" Widescreen 1 $299.00 $299.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD207283 HP Compaq LA2405wg ‐ LCD Display, 24" Widescreen 1 $299.00 $299.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD207770 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 11 $160.00 $1,760.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD207893 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 11 $160.00 $1,760.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD208002 HP LA2205wg 22‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 8 $196.00 $1,568.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD208007 HP 90W Docking StaƟon 4 $125.00 $500.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD208182 HP LA2205wg 22‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 8 $196.00 $1,568.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD208796 HP LA1951g 19‐inch ‐ LCD Display 1 $160.00 $160.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD209844 HP 90W Docking StaƟon 1 $86.00 $86.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD210503 HP LA2205wg 22‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 1 $205.00 $205.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD210800 HP LA2205wg 22‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 3 $205.00 $615.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD210801 HP 90W Docking StaƟon 3 $86.00 $258.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD212567 HP Compaq LA2006x 20‐inch WLED Backlit LCD Monitor 1 $150.00 $150.00
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HEWLETT‐PACKARD213295 HP Promo Compaq LA2206x 21‐5inch WLED Backlit LCD Monitor  1 $180.00 $180.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD214097 HP LA2206x 22‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 20 $180.00 $3,600.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD214098 HP LA2006x 20‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 120 $149.00 $17,880.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD214838 HP LA2006x 20‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 1 $150.00 $150.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD215312 HP LA2006x 20" Widescreen LCD Display 4 $149.00 $596.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD216379 HP LA2006x 20" Widescreen LCD Display 1 $150.00 $150.00
HEWLETT‐PACKARD216962 HP LA2206x 22‐inch ‐ Widescreen LCD Display 1 $180.00 $180.00
L‐3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE‐VISION INC200640 Agency Server, to include the following parts: 1 $11,954.30 $11,954.30
L‐3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE‐VISION INC200643 Extender Service and warrenty yr‐1, 2, 3 & 4 4 $2,826.00 $11,304.00
L‐3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE‐VISION INC200644 Shipping & Handling cost 1 $50.00 $50.00
MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICE194015 Steelhead 1050 with 4 onboard GbE bypass ports (800 conn/8Mbps) 2 $8,956.80 $17,913.60
MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICE194017 Steelhead 550 with 2 onboard GbE bypass ports (600 conn/4Mbps) 1 $7,356.80 $7,356.80
PITNEY BOWES INC215244 Riso Comcolor 9050 Address Envelope color printer includes 1 yr warranty 1 $36,796.00 $36,796.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215252 PS Controller for Comcolor 9050 1 $5,616.00 $5,616.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215253 FeedMax Friction Feeder for Riso Comcolor 9050 1 $5,996.00 $5,996.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215254 Starter Kit for Riso Comcolor 9050 1 $1,800.00 $1,800.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215255 Receiving Tray for Riso Comcolor 9050 1 $156.00 $156.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215256 Input Conveyor for Riso Comcolor 9050 1 $3,596.00 $3,596.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215257 Output Conveyor for Riso Comcolor 9050 1 $3,196.00 $3,196.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215258 Installation and training for Friction Feeder 1 $236.00 $236.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215259 Installation and Training for Riso Comcolor 9050 1 $800.00 $800.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215260 Maintenence Yr 2 for Comcolor 9050 and PS Controller 1 $4,892.00 $4,892.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215261 Feedmax Feeder Maint yr 2 1 $418.40 $418.40
PITNEY BOWES INC215262 Input Conveyor Maint Yr 2 1 $249.60 $249.60
PITNEY BOWES INC215263 Output Conveyor Maintenance Yr 2 1 $220.80 $220.80
PITNEY BOWES INC215279 Paper Ejection Unit 1 $396.00 $396.00
PITNEY BOWES INC215280 Printer Controller Board for PS Controller 1 $236.00 $236.00
POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES198277 EVGA ‐ GEForce 9500GT PCIE 2.0 1GB DDr2 19 $58.00 $1,102.00
POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES200307 RavenXT Modem (Model V2227‐VA) with a DB9 Serial ConnecƟon 1 $460.00 $460.00
POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES214969 Epson PowerLite 1771W mulƟmedia projector 3 $902.00 $2,706.00
QUAD CITY SAFETY INC216625 Ikon Kit with Terminal & Cradle (includes camera and bar code reader) 2 $3,832.65 $7,665.30
QUAD CITY SAFETY INC216658 HR Retroft Tags, Soft Goods HF (25 Pack) 3 $0.00 $0.00
QUAD CITY SAFETY INC216659 HR Retroft Tags, Hard Goods HF (25 Pack) 1 $0.00 $0.00
RICOH USA INC195930 CONTACT PERSON: LONNIE FORD CELL PHONE 563.260.1311 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC196264 CONTACT PERSON: JEFF OWEN CELL PHONE 515.250.8050 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC198836 Maquoketa CONTACT PERSON: Brien Keltner WK PHONE‐ 563.652.2885 CELL PHONE ‐ 319.480.0588 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC198839 Dubuque CONTACT PERSON: Dave Shanahan WK PHONE‐ 563.582.3063 CELL PHONE ‐ 563.590.2948 1 $718.49 $718.49
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RICOH USA INC198840 Independence CONTACT PERSON: Brad Fleming WK PHONE‐ 319.334.2484 CELL PHONE ‐ 563.920.0453 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC198841 Williamsburg Maint. CONTACT PERSON: Jim Hanson WK PHONE‐ 319.668.2397 CELL PHONE ‐ 319.330.9939 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC200215 DM Garage  R232‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC200216 Dist 3 Materials‐ Davenport Mat. R232‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS ConstrucƟon CC 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC204701 D1 Mat Ames  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC204771 Brandon Scales SB lane  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 1 TRAYS 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC205876 Color MFC  for Creston RCE. Specs include C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, multi‐position staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protec 1 $7,065.00 $7,065.00
RICOH USA INC205877 Dir Staﬀ MPC4501 C/P/S, 4 paper trays, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, env aƩachment, PS3, surge protector.  1 $6,623.00 $6,623.00
RICOH USA INC205948 D2 Oﬃce‐ Mason City MPC4501. Specs include C/P/S with 4 paper trays, LCT, MulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, Surge protector.  1 $6,961.00 $6,961.00
RICOH USA INC206169 Denison MMA MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, surge protector.  1 $6,844.00 $6,844.00
RICOH USA INC206170 Hwy DD5 Fairfield  MPC4501 C/P/S with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, surge protector.  1 $6,961.00 $6,961.00
RICOH USA INC206171 D4 DFS Oﬃce, CB MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,283.00 $7,283.00
RICOH USA INC206172 New Hampton RCE MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,283.00 $7,283.00
RICOH USA INC206173 Ames Materials Main Level MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206174 Jeﬀerson RCE MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206175 Systems Planning  MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206176 Ames Maint Oﬃce  MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206177 Hwy Div D5 Oﬃce  MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206178 D5 Mat'ls Insp. Oﬃce  MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206179 Mt Pleasant RCE MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206180 D4 Oﬃce, AtlanƟc MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206181 TransportaƟon Data  MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206182 Chariton RCE Oﬃce MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, surge protector.  1 $7,504.00 $7,504.00
RICOH USA INC206183 Support Services Admin MPC4501 C/P/S/F with 4 paper trays, LCT, multi‐position staple, 3 hole punch, PS3, envelope attac 1 $7,605.00 $7,605.00
RICOH USA INC206197 Ames Mat Lab, Lower level  MPC3001 C/P/S with 4 paper trays, mulƟ‐posiƟon staple, PS3, surge protector.  1 $5,304.00 $5,304.00
RICOH USA INC206253 D3 Mat Storm Lake  MPC242 C/P/S/F  with 2 paper trays, PS3, surge protector.  1 $718.00 $718.00
RICOH USA INC206593 Pacific Jct Maintenance  R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC206599 Neola Maintenance  R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC206600 Council Bluﬀs S. Maint R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC206601 Avoca Maint R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC206602 AtlanƟc Maint R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC207789 Tama Maint R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC207867 Hwy D5 Fairfield ROW   add 2/3 hole punch to new MPC4501 for  G00016Y.  1 $221.00 $221.00
RICOH USA INC207899 Carllisle Maint Garage, R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC211037 Creston Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC211161 Red Oak Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC211162 Clarinda Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
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RICOH USA INC211404 DeSoto Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC211405 Pery Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC212062 Onawa Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC212063 Sloan Maint  Garage  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC212169 Manchester Bridge Inspec  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC212170 AtlanƟc Bridge Inspec  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC212171 Fairfield Bridge Inspec  R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC212773 Martensdale Maint. R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC213266 Ceder Rapids Garage R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC214886  R242‐C/P/S/F‐  1 TRAY for Jasper Scales, delivered to Ankeny. 1 $579.49 $579.49
RICOH USA INC217264 Adair WB Rest Area R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC217265 Sargent Bluﬀs SB Rest Area R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC217266 Tiﬃn WB Rest Area R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
RICOH USA INC217267 Victor EB WC Rest Area R242‐C/P/S/F‐ 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213774 Ethernet RouƟng Switch 4548GT‐PWR with 48 10/100/1000 3 $4,173.43 $12,520.29
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213818 Ethernet Routing Switch 2526T‐PWR with 24 10/100 ports (12 ports support POE), 2 combo 10/100/1000 SFP ports, plus 2  23 $1,217.64 $28,005.72
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213820 Ethernet Routing Switch 2550T with 48 10/100 ports, 2 combo 10/100/1000/SFP ports, 2 1000BaseT rear ports & 46cm sta 7 $848.38 $5,938.66
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213821 Ethernet Routing Switch 2550T‐PWR with 48 10/100 ports (24 ports support PoE), 2 combo 10/100/1000 SFP ports, plus 2  3 $1,827.98 $5,483.94
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213822 Ethernet Routing Switch 2550T with 48 10/100 ports, 2 combo 10/100/1000/SFP ports, 2 1000BaseT rear ports & 46cm sta 1 $848.38 $848.38
WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC213823 Ethernet Routing Switch 2550T‐PWR with 48 10/100 ports (24 ports support PoE), 2 combo 10/100/1000 SFP ports, plus 2  1 $1,828.00 $1,828.00
XETA TECHNOLOGIES194019 Ethernet RouƟng Switch 4548GT‐PWR with 48 10/100/1000 3 $4,173.43 $12,520.29
XETA TECHNOLOGIES194728 5650‐TD NA P/C 2 $4,994.52 $9,989.04
XETA TECHNOLOGIES195641 Ethernet Routing Switch 2526T with 24 10/100 ports, 2 8 $498.25 $3,986.00
XETA TECHNOLOGIES195642 Ethernet Routing Switch 2526T‐PWR with 24 10/100 ports. 2 $1,310.28 $2,620.56
Total 707 ‐ Computers & Related Equipment 474 $579,266.41
4,750 $23,059,476.60Total All Objects
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